Abstract-Magnetic servo levitation (MSL) is currently being investigated as an alternative to drive fast-tool servo systems that could overcome the range limitations inherent to piezoelectric driven devices while operating over a wide bandwidth. To control such systems, a feedback-linearized controller coupled with a Kalman filter has been previously described. Performance limitations that degrade tracking accuracy suggest the use of a more robust controller design approach, such as sliding-mode control. Current literature on sliding mode deals almost exclusively with systems that are affine on the input, while the magnetic fast-tool servo is nonlinear on it when the control action is current command. This paper discusses a sliding-mode-based controller that overcomes the aforementioned problem by defining a modified sliding condition to calculate control action. Experimental results demonstrate the feasibility of achieving long-range fast tracking with magnetically levitated devices by using sliding-mode control.
I. INTRODUCTION

M
AGNETIC SERVO levitation (MSL) [4] , [7] , [8] , [20] - [22] represents a promising but very challenging alternative to actuate positioning systems where both long range and fast response (wide bandwidth) are required. Several applications require high-speed, high-resolution, high-stiffness positioning actuators. For these applications, piezoelectric actuators have been used extensively, providing excellent performance, but they are severely restricted in range of travel. Piezoelectric stacks are also difficult to mount and pose problems related to mechanical design, cost, and cooling. For longer ranges of motion, linear motors have been used, but the maximum force and bandwidth available are very limited. MSL is a form of electromagnetic actuation that uses the attractive forces rather than the Lorentz (shear) forces utilized by most electromagnetic motors (see Fig. 1 ). Much higher forces are possible, but the range of motion is smaller and the system is inherently unstable and highly nonlinear. It is important to emphasize the need of both an accurate model and a robust control law if high positioning accuracy is expected. An active tool holder (fast-tool servo) based on MSL is depicted in Fig. 2 Publisher Item Identifier S 0278-0046(98)08470-6. used in machining operations such as diamond turning of nonrotationally symmetric surfaces. Most of the currently existing magnetically levitated devices are used for regulation tasks and not for tracking (maglev vehicles, magnetic suspension systems). Long-range wideband tracking clearly represents a more difficult problem.
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II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC ACTUATOR
A novel mathematical model of the nonlinear current-force interaction for long-range displacements has been proposed [4] and used to synthesize a nonlinear controller based on feedback linearization [4] , [18] . Some of the problems highlighted by such approach is the controller sensitivity to parameter variations and unmodeled dynamics. Such performance limitations suggest the use of a more robust controller design technique, such as variable-structure sliding-mode control.
Electromechanical systems driven by magnetic forces, such as magnetic bearings or micropositioning stages [19] , typically have a very small range of motion (in the order of a few micrometers) and small bandwidth (in the order of a few hertz). For this reason, simple mathematical models of the magnetic force seem to work reasonably well, for instance, where is coil current, is air gap, and is some constant to be determined. Furthermore, some of these systems operate at high bias current levels, allowing the use of Jacobian (small signal) linearization. A long-range actuator, where displacement can not be described as small perturbations of a nominal trajectory, requires a model that is accurate over a wide range of displacement and frequencies.
An electromagnetic actuator is a coupled system where motion equations must be solved simultaneously with electromagnetic and circuit equations. Strong coupling models are given by incorporating the motion equations into a finiteelement model (FEM) of the electromagnetic equations. In parametrization coupling models, the electromagnetic field equations are solved off-line by finite-element methods to determine magnetic force and flux as static functions of current and position [15] . The solutions are then used to solve the circuit and motion equations by interpolating parameter values (force, flux) according to measured position and current. Although FEM-based models have the appeal of being based on first principles of physics, they all involve a number of approximations and are sensitive to both structural and material parameter uncertainties. They do not consider more complex effects, such as material anisotropy, mechanical misalignment, eddy-current losses, hysteresis, or thermal effects. For long-range, wide-bandwidth, high-precision applications, these methods are not accurate enough. This prompts the development of a different modeling strategy.
A model of the magnetically levitated servo system can be formulated in such a way that nonlinearities are separable and additive (1) where is displacement, are unknown parameters, and each magnetic force can be described as some polynomial of coil current ( ) and the corresponding air gap. For instance, (2) where is measured from the equilibrium position, is the nominal air gap, and are parameters to be determined. The problem consists on finding the unknown coefficients in (1) and (2) such that experimental input-output sequences can be fitted in a minimum mean-square-error sense. To use linear parametric techniques to find optimal fits for these parameters, each rational term in (2) can be considered a separate input to the system, such that (1) can be written as
The techniques used to estimate the parameters involved are called prediction error methods [14] and are based on the minimization of a cost function which is the sum of the squared prediction errors. Previous knowledge or "reasonable guesses" of the system's parameters (e.g., effective mass, estimated spring stiffness) significantly improve the speed of convergence and minimize the chance of hitting local minima since they provide "good" initial estimates to the algorithm. This procedure converges to a unique set of parameters and, therefore, models the system as time invariant. Model parameters of the MSL servo were determined by exciting the system with band-limited noise and recording the corresponding I/O sequences. Parameters of the system model (3) were then estimated using the Gauss-Newton algorithm. More details and experimental results can be found in [4] and [5] .
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR MAGNETIC LEVITATION VIA FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION
The model structure (2), (3) is particularly well suited for feedback linearization, as described in [18] . This is an approach to nonlinear controller design that differs entirely from conventional linearization (i.e., small-signal analysis) in the sense that linearization is achieved by exact state transformations and feedback, rather than by a linear approximation of the dynamics. The system is not constrained to operate around some nominal trajectory, nor must the input signal be "small" compared to the input bias level. Applications that use Jacobian linearization (such as most magnetic bearing controllers) require biasing currents approximately ten times larger than the control current in order to achieve reasonable performance.
The MSL fast-tool servo can be feedback linearized by the following input coordinate transformation: (4) where represents the input nonlinearity described by (2) . The problem becomes a standard linear controller design problem, and the performance is limited by the range of the input space over which the inverse map is well defined. To further clarify this point, consider again (1) and (2) . Terms containing input currents can be factored as follows: (5) The following input coordinate transformation becomes obviously convenient: (6) which renders the system linear as in (4) . Once the system is linearized, controller design can be carried out based on a linear quadratic regulator (LQR), using a reduced-order discrete Kalman filter to estimate velocity. To eliminate steadystate error, the integral of the tracking error was included as an additional state, to take advantage of the regulatory capabilities of the LQR algorithm.
Feedback linearization as described above has been implemented and tested on the magnetically levitated fast-tool servo. Tracking performance is illustrated in Figs. 3 (maximum range) and 4 (positioning resolution). In both plots, command signal is shown as a dashed line and measured response as a solid line.
One significant achievement of this approach is the ability to achieve good tracking over a wide range of travel (resolution can be up to 200 nm over a 240-m range). Tracking performance, however, degrades when either range or frequency bounds are exceeded. Performance degradation is illustrated in Fig. 5 , where measured output (position) appears distorted in addition to the frequency-dependent phase lag inherent in any linear controller.
To examine model error as a possible factor of performance degradation, input coil currents were recorded while operating the system in closed loop. Coil current data was later sent through a simulation network corresponding to the parametric model [ (2), (3)] to evaluate the ability of the model to reproduce the behavior of the actual plant. Results are shown in Fig. 5 . While simulated output tends to track actual output, the observed prediction error can be as large as 30 m when tracking a 180-m (PV) sine-wave command. Output distortion worsens whenever the system is operated under conditions that make model error grow.
Frequency response of the closed-loop system was measured using a spectrum analyzer and is shown in Fig. 6 . Good tracking (not less than 0.5-dB gain with a phase lag of 20 or smaller) can be achieved only up to 10 Hz (the design goal was 300 Hz).
While these results illustrate both the feasibility of achieving long-range tracking with a magnetically levitated device and the adequacy of the parametric model, there are a number of factors that degrade overall performance. Feedback linearization is very sensitive to parameter uncertainties, unmodeled dynamics, and closed-loop rate. Computational delay and A/D-D/A conversion delays also have a significant impact on tracking performance when the desired bandwidth is large compared to the available sampling rate. Domain boundaries imposed by the inverse maps [(see (6) ], sensor noise, and amplifier bandwidth (frequency band where the power amplifiers behave as ideal current sources) also affect overall closed-loop performance. As is, the response of a linearized controller is not satisfactory for the intended application. Even if the model were perfect, the best (theoretical) performance of this scheme is that of a linear controller, which hinders achieving the desired bandwidth with reasonable levels of control action.
IV. CONTROLLER DESIGN FOR MAGNETIC LEVITATION BASED ON SLIDING MODE
In recent years, variable-structure sliding-mode controller design [3] , [10] , [17] , [18] , [23] has drawn considerable attention from the control community. Sliding-mode design has several features that makes it an attractive alternative to solve tracking problems in nonlinear systems, the most important being its robustness to model uncertainties and unmodeled dynamics.
The mathematical foundations of sliding mode can be found in several recent publications [3] , [17] , [23] . Sliding-mode design can be interpreted in several ways. One way of looking at it is to think of the design process as a two-step procedure. First, a region of the state space where the system behaves as desired is defined (sliding surface design). Then, a control action that takes the system into such surface and keeps it there is to be determined. Robustness is usually achieved based on a switched control law. The design of the control action can be attempted based on different strategies, a straightforward one being based on defining a Lyapunov-like condition that makes the sliding surface an attractive region for the state vector trajectories. For this discussion, consider first the time-varying surface in the state space (7) where is the tracking error vector, is some positive constant, and is the relative degree of the system [18] . Any state trajectory that lies on this surface tracks the reference , since (7) defines a differential equation on the error vector that stably converges to zero.
There are several possible strategies to design the control action that takes the system to the surface defined by (7).
One such strategy is to define in such a way that becomes an attractive region for the state trajectories, for instance, by forcing the control action to satisfy a geometric condition on the distance to as measured by (8) where is a strictly positive constant. This condition forces the squared "distance" to the surface to decrease along all state trajectories [18] or, in other words, all the state trajectories are constrained to point toward .
A. Sliding-Mode Design for the MSL System in Current Mode
So far, the model used for controller design [ (1), (2)] considers current command as the available control action. This will be referred to as current mode operation. A power amplifier that resembles an ideal current source within the frequency band of interest will be required. Current literature on sliding mode deals almost exclusively with systems that are affine on the input and either are on companion form or can be converted to it by some nonlinear coordinate transformation. This is It is obvious from (2) that this is not the case for the MSL system. The approach suggested here is inspired by [2] . Consider a nonlinear system that is nonaffine in the input (9) where is some nonlinear function of the control command , and is a coefficient matrix of adequate dimensions, e.g., if there were states to be tracked, would be and would be . A corresponding first-order sliding surface is (10) where diag , and is formed by the components of the state vector that are to be tracked. The sliding condition (8) , can be rewritten as (11) Define (12) and, also, (13) By replacing (12) and (13) in (11), a modified sliding condition, equivalent to (8) , is defined (14) To use (14) to define a control action for the MSL system that will take the state trajectories to , it will be assumed that it is possible to represent the magnetic forces as (15) where is the force exerted by the left-side magnets, is the corresponding right-side force, and are the equilibrium gaps at each side, is the actuator position, and , are time-varying coefficients with known bounds.
In current mode, the MSL system can be treated as a single-input-single-output (SISO) system, with only one pair of magnets active at any given time, depending on the sign of the tracking error. In this case, and, hence, . From this, the following control algorithm is proposed:
where is some scalar function of the sate vector such that (17) To see how (16) meets the modified sliding condition (14) , two cases need to be analyzed. For , the current must be squared, and the resulting equation solved for . The corresponding expression represents an upper bound for the magnetic force . Since is an upper bound for , it can be established that ; the sliding condition is, thus, satisfied. For , the procedure is similar. The control algorithm (16) has been simulated to evaluate its performance. Bounds for and were obtained off-line from recorded I/O data corresponding to exciting the openloop system with band-limited noise. Tracking performance and the corresponding command currents are shown in Fig. 7 . Notice that the sliding surface used corresponds to (10). Plant equations used for these simulations correspond to the fullscale model corresponding to (1) and (2) . Full state feedback is assumed (both position and velocity assumed available).
To further penalize tracking error, an integral term can be added to the sliding surface. For instance, (7) can be rewritten for the case (18) Defining the sliding surface as in (18) redefines , , and accordingly. The control command can be shown to still be given as in (16) . The resulting algorithm was also simulated to evaluate its performance; tracking response and the corresponding command currents are shown in Fig. 8 . Once again, the plant corresponds to the full-scale model, and full state feedback is assumed.
Both controllers used in this section incorporate a constant thickness boundary layer (as described in [17] , [18] , and [23] ) to reduce control chattering. The boundary layer is a modification of the control algorithm that allows switching around the sliding surface using a continuous function, avoiding the high control chatter that would result from attempting infinitely fast switching as the direct implementation of (16) could require. Within a boundary layer of thickness , the output of the controller is given by (16) , scaled proportionally to the ratio (s/ ). If the entire trajectory lies within the boundary layer, both magnets are active at all times, as seen in Figs. 7 and 8. This obviously represents a tradeoff between the demand placed on the power amplifiers due to fast switching and the electric power dissipated on the device.
Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the theoretical tracking capabilities of this controller and the corresponding current commands necessary to achieve such performance in the absence of noise or unmodeled dynamics. Although perfect tracking can theoretically be achieved by this design, several implementation issues degrade the potential performance. Speed estimation is a critical factor; an observer or some other estimation algorithm has to be included in the design. Control action chattering worsens due to noise, model uncertainties, parameter variations, performance of the state estimator, computational and conversion delays, etc. A tradeoff between control chattering, tracking accuracy, and power dissipation must eventually be established.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The current-mode sliding controller has been implemented to control the magnetically levitated fast-tool servo depicted in Fig. 2 , using an integral error term, as described by (18) . Tracking performance and the corresponding current commands are shown in Fig. 9(a) and (b) . In all displacement plots, command reference is shown as a dotted line and measured output as a solid line.
To achieve long-range tracking without overloading the power amplifiers due to fast switching, it is necessary to include a constant thickness boundary layer. Results shown in Fig. 9 correspond to and (boundary layer thickness) equal to 0.05. Linearity of the closed-loop response over the longer range of motion is shown in Fig. 10 .
This control algorithm can also provide high-resolution positioning accuracy. In the submicrometer range, the boundary layer has to be very thin to allow for high-resolution tracking; since the control commands are also very small, the resulting fast switching is better tolerated by the amplifiers. A sample of results is shown in Fig. 11 , where and . Some of the more relevant features of this control algorithm are its capacity to achieve fast tracking over a wide range of motion and the fact that it has near-zero phase lag, as opposed to any linear controller. This is very desirable, since it provides performance that does not degrade at higher speeds and allows easier and better synchronization between the fasttool servo and the spindle rotation. This controller provides significantly better tracking performance than previously reported linearization schemes, in spite of being based on a very simple force model (15) . This further illustrates the robustness of sliding-mode design to unmodeled dynamics.
A limitation that needs to be mentioned is that, to achieve good performance with current commands that are feasible to the power amplifier, the device has to be operated close to its resonant frequency. This limitation is not very critical for fast-tool servo applications, since the spindle is almost always operated at a constant speed, and it is relatively easy to adjust the resonant frequency of the fast-tool servo according to the required spindle speed. On the other hand, operating at resonance is very efficient in terms of power consumption and eliminates the need of cooling the fast-tool servo and other thermal drift problems. Heat dissipation in a fast-tool servomechanism is a pressing issue and motivated the use of a purely switching control law (16) to avoid the additional rms current that would result from adding an equivalent control term (continuous control action that meets and drives the system once sliding has been achieved). The use of a purely switching control law restricts the system to operate in a quasi-sliding mode [10] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
MSL represents a promising alternative to actuate longrange positioning systems while operating over a wide bandwidth. Feedback linearization with an augmented LQR compensator has been previously proposed, providing good tracking capabilities within a limited range and only at low frequencies. Robust controller design techniques are essential to minimize the effect of time-varying parameters and/or unmodeled dynamics and are being currently investigated. A sliding-mode algorithm has been presented that can achieve near perfect tracking over the desired range and frequency band. Several implementation issues, such as control action chatter, speed estimation, and computational time delay limit the ideal performance. It has been demonstrated that by operating at frequencies close to the resonance, high-speed long-range tracking is feasible. Since this is not a problem for fast-tool servo operation, the proposed controller allows the use of a novel actuation principle for long-range fast-tool servo applications, with the additional advantage of low power consumption.
